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In recent years, China’s engineering construction management level has been greatly improved, but compared with other
industries, the construction industry still has low production e�ciency, serious waste, and low level of information problems, and
especially in the process of engineering management practice, schedule delay has become the focus of engineering management
problems. With the continuous development of science and technology, computer and information technology have been
continuously applied in engineering, among which deep neural network (DNN) technology, lean management, information
visualization technology, and other technologies have become the hot spot of industry research, and the application of these
emerging technologies to improve the level of project schedule control has become an urgent demand of the industry. �erefore,
on the basis of deep learning, this paper analyzes the principle and application of object detection and feature extraction
constructed by neural network and combines text feature extraction and image feature extraction methods. �is application
provides a new idea for the development of the construction industry.

1. Introduction

Cross-media uni�ed expression is an important research
direction in the multimedia �eld [1], which aims to connect
the semantic gap between di�erent modal data, such as
images and texts, and establish a uni�ed semantic expres-
sion. Based on the theory andmethod of cross-media uni�ed
expression, some popular branch directions are derived, for
example, visual question answering, image caption, and
visual grounding.

With the development and in-depth research of deep
learning in recent years, many di�cult problems in the �eld
of computer, especially those related to computer vision and
natural language processing, have made great break-
throughs. Even on some problems, algorithms based on deep
learning have surpassed human capabilities. Due to the
powerful representation capability of DNN [2], deep
learning algorithms have become the mainstream research
direction in the �eld of cross-media.

Cross-media target retrieval has a wide range of appli-
cation scenarios [3, 4]. Text or voice with dialogue question

answering system has been widely used in mobile terminals
and PC operating systems, as an important way of human-
computer interaction, for example, Siri of Apple, Cortana of
Microsoft, and Alexa of Amazon. Some wearable smart
devices enable human-computer interaction, such as
Microsoft HoloLens. In the future, text-based image object
retrieval systems may become an important way of human-
computer interaction, changing people’s traditional pro-
duction and lifestyle. �is technology can greatly improve
the e�ciency of text-based image retrieval and object re-
trieval in the image.

At present, DNN technology in domestic architecture is
still in the initial stage of exploration, and the theoretical
technology and experimental research are still lagging
behind the market demand for engineering practice.
�erefore, we need to combine DNN technology software
and project management methods in foreign buildings with
China’s national conditions to �nd out the applicable
technology methods and standards suitable for China’s
construction industry. In the practice of architectural de-
sign and engineering management, how to improve the
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efficiency of architectural design, effectively control the
schedule, dynamically and rationally allocate all kinds of
resources needed, and improve the scientific, efficient, and
accurate management of architectural design and con-
struction project are the problems to be solved.

In the field of construction engineering, many re-
searchers have used deep learning to implement helmet
detection. For example, the use of the convolutional neural
network (CNN) to automatically extract image features for
helmet detection is a topic that is still in the exploratory
stage, and the technology is not yet mature. In the helmet
detection process, computer vision is used to automatically
detect whether a worker at a construction site is wearing a
helmet, including body detection, helmet detection, and
matching. When a mismatch is detected between the spatial
position of the human body and the helmet, a safety alert is
issued [4, 5].

In addition, the interior spatial layout is a typical ap-
plication of deep learning in construction engineering [6].
With the development of 3D visual information processing
technology, it is important to apply it to architectural in-
terior space layout in combination with digital image pro-
cessing technology in interior space planning and design. A
safety alert is issued; visual parameter feature analysis
methods are used to construct a building interior space
layout feature extraction analysis model to achieve building
interior space layout detection, thereby improving the
quality of building interior space layout planning [7]. For the
optimisation scheme of building interior space, deep
learning can effectively extract building interior space fea-
tures, identify image edge pixels, and determine the visual
image points of the building interior space layout. A visual
feature parameter fusion model for interior spatial layout is
established as shown in Figure 1.

2. Related Work

2.1. Cross-Media Retrieval. Due to the basic characteristics
of different media data, there is a problem of heterogeneity
gap [8]. Many early researchers used traditional feature
analysis methods such as principal component analysis and
partial least square method. 'e subspace of the same di-
mension is obtained by dimensionality reduction of the
underlying features of different media data. However, the
subspace obtained by dimensionality reduction will lose
some underlying features with potential correlation infor-
mation, so it is difficult to accurately reflect the relationship
between them in high-level semantics. Pay attention to the
correlation of different media data contents, and use ca-
nonical correlation analysis [9] to find the correlation of
different media data in the underlying feature space. At the
same time, subspace mapping is carried out on this basis,
which not only solves the heterogeneity of the underlying
features but also ensures their correlation to the maximum
extent.

In the topic of buildings, the building retrieval algorithm
can be abstracted into an algorithm model containing three
modules, for example, the method of building image loca-
tion by reconstructing query phrases [10], the media

retrieval method based on MCB [11], and the method of
retrieving architectural image targets according to natural
language [12, 13]. 'e general steps can be divided into three
steps [14]. 'e first step is to generate candidate boxes and
feature extraction. Given an input architectural image, a
candidate box generation model is used to generate many
candidate boxes and the corresponding visual features of
each candidate box. DNNmodel is used to encode query text
to extract text features. 'e second part is multimodal
feature fusion. 'e visual features and query text features of
each candidate box are fused using a cross-modal feature
fusion algorithm. 'e simplest fusion methods, such as
splicing and point multiplication, are used to complete
cross-modal feature fusion. 'e third step is target posi-
tioning. A target box prediction model is designed to predict
and output the most relevant target coordinate box of the
query text on the image using the fusion feature obtained in
the previous step. When processing building images or
building texts, the general structure of cross-media retrieval
is shown in Figure 2.

2.2. Application of DNN in Construction Engineering.
Deep learning has a history of more than half a century. It
first appeared in the early 1940s. From 1943 to now, deep
learning has experienced three stages of development. 'e
first is the beginning stage of deep learning, which is marked
by the appearance of the MCP model, which lays the
foundation for deep learning. 'e second is the rising stage
of deep learning. Some researchers have put forward the
concepts of BP neural network and activation function,
making the neural network that has fallen into silence
gradually become the focus of attention.'e third stage, that
is, the stage that deep learning is currently experiencing, is
the outbreak of deep learning. 'e word “deep learning” has
officially come into people’s vision, and various deep neural
network models shine in recognition tasks. Among them,
the restricted Boltzmann machine, deep belief networks
(DBN) [15], and CNN are excellent models in the field of
deep learning.

In 2006, Hinton et al. proposed the concept of deep
learning. 'us, in-depth learning has stepped into the third
stage of development. In the 2012 ImageNet image

Figure 1: Indoor space layout sampling environment.
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recognition competition, Hinton’s research group estab-
lished the AlexNet model to reduce the error rate of
ImageNet image classification to 15%. Taigman et al. pro-
posed DeepFace model and achieved the accuracy of 97.35 in
LFW face database [16]. In addition, the aldrop regulari-
zation method has achieved good results on image data sets.
'e development of deep learning has entered the fast lane.

In recent years, with the development of deep neural
networks, various models have emerged CNN and recurrent
neural networks, and other models perform well. CNN is
one of the best models in deep learning. R-CNN can be used
to improve the efficiency and visualization of 3d modeling.
Mask R-CNN algorithm is used to segment architectural
images, build 3D visualization models, and generate mod-
eling images as shown in Figure 3.

Smart city has gradually become a new term in current
urban architecture. 'e research focus in the process of
smart city construction is to quickly realize the common
three-dimensional visualization of indoor buildings and
reduce the modeling cost. Many researchers have tried
this. For example, 3D laser scanning combined with point
cloud data is used for 3D modeling. Using the RCB-D
indoor scene 3D space modeling giant [17, 18], the depth
learning method is introduced into the RCB-D indoor
modeling to effectively improve the flexibility and accu-
racy of indoor modeling.

2.3.'ree-DimensionalModel Data. 'e 3D model is a rich
and complex collection of information in a single point,
line, and surface. In order to eliminate the effects of in-
terference, conflicts, and noise, we need to preprocess the
3D model data to find the essential features of the model
and minimise the extraction of nonessential features. In
principle, the more key features are extracted from a model
of the same species, the more accurate the model will be in
terms of recognition and retrieval. Models have fixed shape
features in the human subjective consciousness at different
coordinates; however, for machine processing, they are
very different. 'erefore, the different processing of dif-
ferent coordinates and the subsequent retrieval of the
model have a huge impact. 'e effectiveness of model
preprocessing directly determines, in a simple and clear
way, the accuracy of generalisation, classification, identi-
fication, filtering, and retrieval of models.

'e experiments conducted in this paper are based on
model data from the Princeton University shared 3D model
standard library. 'is standard library contains several
categories, and each category also contains a sufficient
number of typical sample models, which were analysed,
compared, identified, and selected by researchers from over
6000 sample models to form the Princeton University Li-
brary (PSB Library). 'e PSB contains 1814 sample models,
and the two architectural 3Dmodels in the library are shown
in Figure 4.

'e purpose of the 3D model standard library is to
provide a reference evaluation system for clustering, clas-
sification, identification, and retrieval of 3D models. 'is
benchmark library (PSB), for each 3D model, contains a
detailed file (of the type off format with polygons) with a text
file containing the original data information and a file with a
jpg image containing a thumbnail of the 3D model. 'e 3D
model standard library is a standardised and uniform format
for normalising 3D models into off format (a very common
polygon format at the University of Minnesota Centre for
Advanced Mathematical Geometry). When the 3D model is
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Figure 2: Cross-media retrieval and processing of construction engineering data.

Figure 3: Animation 3D building visualization.
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converted uniformly, the scene information, textures, and
color information about the 3D model is eliminated and
simply stored as a set of vertices and polygons in a surface
index set, with the core of the process being the geometric
surface information. Saving the file in off format is very
simple, the first line is prominently marked “OFF,” and the
second line clearly indicates the number of vertices, facets,
and edges. 'e number of edges can usually be ignored
automatically. 'e vertices are listed in x, y, and z coordi-
nates, one per row.'e facepiece information follows the list
of vertices (the number of vertices is specified), which is
distributed one per row, and finally the index list of vertices.

2.4. Deep Neural Networks. 'e important idea of DNN is
that it has more “depth” than the common neural network

models, i.e. a deep neural network contains multiple hidden
layers, rather than just “input layer-hidden layer-output
layer.” 'e main types of deep neural networks are deep
belief network and restrict Boltzmann machine and con-
volutional neural network. In this paper, we learn a new
DNN by modifying its parameters and apply it to traffic sign
recognition to observe the effect of different network
structures on the recognition effect.

CNN is a new type of network based on the unique
structure of a neuron that can reduce the complexity of
feedback neural networks identified by researchers when
observing the cat’s brain cortex. CNNs are widely used in the
field of pattern classification because they can avoid explicit
feature extraction from images and can be trained directly
on the original input image.

'e network structure of a DNN alternates between
multiple convolutional and subsampling layers, with each
layer of neurons connected only to the nodes of the previous
layer. As a multilayer feature extractor, the input to the DNN
is the original pixel intensity of the image, which is extracted
by the convolutional and subsampling layers to form a
feature vector, which is then fully connected to the output
neuron for classification.

3. Cross Media Building Detection
Based on DNN

3.1. Core Ideas for Architectural Images in DNNs. At present,
there are different problems with light, occlusion, and de-
formation when capturing images of buildings in realistic
environments. Different preprocessing methods have their
own advantages in highlighting different features or re-
moving certain disturbances. In order to effectively avoid
errors in the acquisition, effectively utilise the advantages of
different preprocessing methods, and improve the recog-
nition effect of the algorithm, it is proposed to use different
preprocessing methods on the data set, form different
training sets, overcome the disturbing information in the
samples from different angles, and finally make a compre-
hensive evaluation to make the training results more ac-
curate. At the same time, different structures of deep neural
networks (different number of feature maps or different
sampling methods) are built on the same preprocessed
dataset to achieve fast recognition of distorted building
images and to ensure the efficiency and correctness of the
algorithm.

Before the start of each training session, the training set
is preprocessed and input to different deep neural networks,
thus forming the multicolumn deep neural network
MCDNN. 'e MCDNN combines the DNNs trained on
different samples linearly and then performs fuzzy judge-
ment on the output results to improve the recognition effect.

3.2. Cross-Media Building Detection Based on DNN. For
building image processing tasks in cross-media detection,
VGGNet and RseNet [19] have excellent feature expression
ability, so they are often used to encode visual features of
images. VGGNet is an in-depth CNN developed by the

Figure 4: 3D model of a building.
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computer vision group of Oxford University. VGGNet ex-
plored the relationship between the depth of CNN and its
performance and built a deep CNN by repeatedly stacking
small convolution cores and pooling layers. In addition, the
official website of VGGNet has open-source models trained
on ImageNet datasets. Researchers can easily use VGGNet in
their own research fields and retrain it. 'erefore, VGGNet
is often studied to extract the visual features of images,
making it almost a standard for image feature extraction.

ResNet (Figure 5) is a deep neural network model
proposed by Professor He[20]. One of the main problems
solved by ResNet is the degradation of deep neural networks.
When the network depth increases, the performance of the
network becomes saturated or even decreases. However, the
neural network with more upper layers can extract more
complex feature patterns, that is, the deeper the network, the
better the theoretical performance. He et al.proposed an
identity mapping operation [21], which uses direct con-
nection to connect the front and back layers of the network.
In this way, the gradient vanishing problem in the network is
well solved, and the number of layers of the deep neural
network can be greatly increased.

'e birth of CNN was initially influenced by the visual
cognitive mechanism of biology. In 1962, in the experiment
of studying the visual cortex cells of cats, it was found that
each visual neuron only processes a small piece of visual
image, which is called the receptive field. In 1984, the
concept of neocognitron was proposed, and the first CNN
model was born.

Although CNN is a neural network improved on the
feedforward neural network, it is different from the tradi-
tional feedforward neural network in that the neurons be-
tween its adjacent layers are not fully connected. A complete
CNN structure usually consists of five parts. 'e first is the
input layer, which can directly use the original image as
input and then repeatedly perform convolution and pooling
operations onmultiple convolution layers and pooling layers
to abstract the information in the image into features with
higher information content and then enter the full con-
nection layer to synthesize the previously extracted features.
Finally, with the calculation of softmax, the probability
classification is output to complete the classification task.

3.3. Application of Cross-Media Object Detection in Buildings.
In various media, construction engineering data are usually
displayed in the form of pictures or text. Taking the sample
of text construction engineering as an example, its essence is
transformed into natural language processing. Query text in
natural language is usually of variable length. In order to
facilitate subsequent modeling and processing, it is usually
necessary to convert the text into a fixed length vector in
cross-media target retrieval methods. 'is method of con-
verting natural language text into digital vectors is also called
text feature coding. Traditional text feature coding models
include one hot model [22], vector space model [23], and
word2vec model [24, 25].

For the image samples of construction projects, with the
maturity of the neural network, there are many image

detection methods that can be selected. In general, AlexNet,
VGg, and CNN are the mainstream algorithms. In 2012,
Hinton et al. A 8-layer AlexNet won the championship in
2012. Compared with LeNet-5, it has a similar overall
structure and deeper network layers. Since then, researchers
have continuously put forward new improvement and im-
provement methods, and new CNN structures emerge in
endlessly. It includes VGGNet from layer 16 to 19, Goo-
gleNet from layer 22, and RESNET from layer 152. From
these CNN structures, we can see that the remarkable feature
of the development of the CNN model is that the number of
layers is getting deeper and the structure is becoming more
complex. 'e building target recognition based on CNN is
shown in Figure 6.

4. Feature Extraction of Building Engineering
Based on DNN

4.1. BuildingText Feature Extraction. Since the emergence of
human civilization, the text has existed in people’s daily
production and life. As one of the oldest information media,
text still has an irreplaceable position in modern life. TF-
IDF, LDA, and other models are commonly used for feature
extraction of text.

TF-IDF refers to word frequency–reverse file frequency,
where term frequency (TF) is word frequency and inverse
document frequency (IDF) indicates the inverse text fre-
quency index [26]. TF-IDF is a way to vectorize features and
then extract them. It can evaluate the importance of a word
or phrase in a document set or corpus. 'at is, if a word
appears more in a document than in other documents, it
means that the word can be used as a classification basis to
distinguish the document from other documents.

Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [27] is a document
topic probability generation model, LDA can detect the
potential topic probability distribution in the corpus. It is
also a three-level Bayesian probability model. 'e three
structural levels are document, topic, and word.

4.2. Cross Media Image Feature Extraction. As an intuitive
and visible media type, image is the most direct source for
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Figure 5: ResNet.
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people to obtain information from the outside world
through their eyes. For the local areas and details of the
image, the global feature cannot show its superiority, so we
also need to study the local features of the image.

SIFT is a local feature descriptor for images proposed by
David Lowers in 1999 [28]. 'e working principle of SIFT
algorithm is to search for some key feature points distributed
in the target image. 'ese feature points are “special” in the
whole image. 'ey can also remain stable when the
brightness of the image changes and the rotation angle and
scale change significantly [29]. In short, searching the key
feature points of images in different scale spaces is the core of
the working principle of SIFT algorithm.

4.3. Application of Cross-Media Feature Extraction in Con-
struction Engineering. 'e image features of buildings
captured by human eyes in natural conditions are mainly
area, shape, color, and spatial relationship. We see the height
of the building, the floor area, and the texture of the building
surface. 'ese features describe the construction project
from the overall relationship of the building, so it has the
characteristics of intuitive performance and good invari-
ance. Color histogram statistical algorithm, SIFT, and Gabor
texture feature extraction algorithm are commonly used,
which can realize global feature extraction algorithm.
Among them, SIFT is a mature algorithm that can extract
local features.

When the construction engineering data and samples are
documents, the TF-IDF algorithm is used for processing.
Suppose there is a construction engineering corpus D and a
topic set t, document set D contains multiple documents D,
topic set t contains multiple topic T, and a single document
D also contains multiple topic t. 'e TF-IDF model uses
topics as the middle layer of words and documents, rather
than directly dealing with the relationship between words
and documents, which can more accurately reflect the se-
mantic information of documents.

When the construction samples are images, SIFT algo-
rithm is used to extract features. 'at is to search the key

points in the building image, such as segmentation line,
unique shape, and appearance, these feature points are
unique in the whole building. 'erefore, it can remain stable
when the brightness of the building image changes, and the
rotation angle and scale change significantly. In other words,
the key to SIFT feature extraction is to search the key feature
points of building structures in different scale spaces.

5. Conclusion

Based on the background of construction engineering and
the demand for cross-media, this paper introduces the
application principle of multiclass deep network in cross-
media detection from the perspective of deep learning, in-
cluding VGg algorithm, ResNet, and CNN. When extracting
building structure and building features, if the sample is a
document, TF-IDF or LDA algorithm can be given priority.
If the building sample is an image, CNN has the best
processing effect. 'is paper has made a certain summary
and application description on how to effectively identify
and extract construction engineering, which has reference
significance. In the future, we will collect enough building
samples for verification experiments to deeply analyze the
advantages and disadvantages of each depth neural network.
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